
Algorithmic ComplexityMing Li�, Paul Vit�anyiy� Department of Computer Science, University of Waterloo, N2L 3G1, Canaday CWI, Kruislaan 413, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The NetherlandsAbstractThe theory of algorithmic complexity or algorithmic information theory (commonly known asKolmogorov complexity) is a novel mathematical approach combining the theory of algorithms withinformation theory. It resolves many long-standing questions, unresolvable by conventional mathe-matics, concerning mathematical notions of individual randomness, complexity, and inductive rea-soning and prediction, and has applications in computer science and the other sciences, includingsocial and behavioral sciences.1 IntroductionIn the mid 1960's, in the early stage of computer science but with the general theory of Turing ma-chines [17] well-understood, scientists needed to measure computation and information quantitatively.Kolmogorov complexity was invented by R.J. Solomono�, A.N. Kolmogorov, and G.J. Chaitin, indepen-dently and in this order [16, 9, 5]. This theory is now widely accepted as the standard approach thatsettled a half century debate about he notion of randomness of an individual object|as opposed tothe better understood notion of a random variable with intuitively both \random" and \nonrandom"individual outcomes. Kolmogorov complexity has a plethora of applications in many areas includingcomputer science, mathematics, physics, biology, and social sciences, [14]. This article only describessome basic ideas and some appropriate sample applications.Intuitively, the amount of information in a �nite string is the size (number of bits) of the smallestprogram that, started with a blank memory, computes the string and then terminates. A similar de�nitioncan be given for in�nite strings, but in this case the program produces element after element forever.Thus, 1n (a string of n ones) contains little information because a program of size about logn outputsit. Likewise, the transcendental number � = 3:1415 : : : , an in�nite sequence of seemingly \random"decimal digits, contains O(1) information. (There is a short program that produces the consecutivedigits of � forever.) Such a de�nition would appear to make the amount of information in a stringdepend on the particular programming language used. This is the case. Fortunately, it can be shownthat all choices of universal programming languages (such as PASCAL, C++, or LISP in which we can1



in principle program every task that can intuitively be programmed at all) lead to quanti�cation of theamount of information that is invariant up to an additive constant.This theory is di�erent from Shannon information theory that deals with the expected informationin a message from a probabilistic ensemble of possible messages. Kolmogorov complexity, on the otherhand, measures the information in an individual string or message. The randomness de�ciency of a binarystring of n bits long is the number of bits the complexity falls short of n|the maximum complexity|anda string is the more random the closer the complexity is to its length.2 TheoryThe Kolmogorov complexity C(x) of a binary string x is the length of the shortest binary program (fora �xed reference universal machine) that prints x as its only output and then halts [9]. A string x isincompressible if C(x) is at least jxj, the approximate length of a program that simply includes all of xliterally. Similarly, a string x is \nearly" incompressible if C(x) is \almost as large as" jxj.The appropriate standard for \almost as large" above can depend on the context, a typical choicebeing \C(x) � jxj � O(log xj)". Similarly, the conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x with respectto y, denoted by C(xjy), is the length of the shortest binary program that, with extra information y,prints x. And a string x is incompressible relative to y if C(xjy) is large in the appropriate sense.Both absolutely and relative to every �xed string y, there are incompressible strings of every length,and that most strings are nearly incompressible, by any standard.By a simple counting argument one can show that whereas some strings can be enormously com-pressed, like strings of the form 11 : : : 1, the majority of strings can hardly be compressed at all. Forevery n there are 2n binary strings of length n, but onlyPn�1i=0 2i = 2n�1 possible shorter descriptions.Therefore, there is at least one binary string x of length n such that C(x) � n. Similarly, for everylength n and every binary string y, there is a binary string x of length n such that C(xjy) � n.Long enough subwords of an incompressible string are themselves nearly incompressible by anystandard, even relative to the rest of the string. Strings that are incompressible are patternless, since apattern could be used to reduce the description length.Intuitively, we think of such patternless sequences as being random, and we use \random sequence"synonymously with \incompressible sequence." This is not just a matter of naming but on the contraryembodies the resolution of the fundamental question about the existence and characterization of ran-dom individual objects (strings). Following a half century of unsuccessful approaches and acrimoniousscienti�c debates, in 1965 the Swedish mathematician Per Martin-L�of resolved the matter and gave arigorous formalization of the intuitive notion of a random sequence as a sequence that passes all e�ectivetests for randomness. He gave a similar formulation for in�nite random sequences. The set of in�niterandom sequences has measure 1 in the set of all sequences. Martin-L�of's formulation uses constructive2



measure theory and has equivalent formulations in terms of being incompressible. Every Martin-L�of ran-dom sequence is \universally" random in the sense that it individually possesses all e�ectively testablerandomness properties. 1 Many applications depend on the following easy facts.Lemma 1 Let c be a positive integer. For every �xed y, every �nite set A contains at least (1 �2�c)jAj+ 1 elements x with C(xjA; y) � blog jAjc � c.Lemma 2 Let A be a �nite set. For every y, every element x 2 A has complexity C(xjA; y) �log jAj+O(1).The �rst lemma is proved by simple counting. The second lemma holds since a �xed program thatenumerates the given �nite set computes x from its index in the enumeration order|and this index haslog jAj bits for a set A of cardinality jAj.Denote by C(xjy) the information in x given y (the length of the shortest binary program thatcomputes x from y), and denote by C(x; y) the length of the shortest program that computes the pairx; y. We can now compare Kolmogorov complexity with Shannon's statistical notion of entropy|theminimal expected code word length of messages from random source using the most parsimonious codepossible. Surprisingly, many laws that hold for Shannon entropy (that is, on average) still hold for theKolmogorov complexity of individual strings albeit only within a logarithmic additive term. The followingis a deep result on Kolmogorov complexity is due to Kolmogorov and L.A. Levin. Up to an additivelogarithmic term, C(x; y) = C(x) + C(yjx) = C(y) + C(xjy): (1)See [14] for its proof. We can interprete C(x) � C(xjy) as the information y has about x. It followsfrom the above thatTheorem 1 [Symmetry of Information] Up to an additive logarithmic term, C(x)� C(xjy) = C(y)�C(yjx).Thus the amount of information y \has" about x is almost the same as the amount of informationx \has" about y: information is symmetric. This is called mutual information.Kolmogorov complexity is a wonderful measure of randomness. However, it is not computable. Itcan be approximated in the limit but it cannot be e�ectively approximated in the sense that there isno computer program that, given an arbitrary input string x and an arbitrary tolerance b, outputs adescription of x (that is, a program that computes x) of length within b bits of the shortest descriptionof x. Nevertheless, non-computability is not really an obstacle for the wide range of applications ofKolmogorov complexity, just like non-computability of almost all real numbers doesn't impede practicalubiquitous use of these.1One can compare this with the notion of intuitive computability that is precisely captured by the notion of\computable by Turing machines," and every Turing machine computation can be performed by a \universal" Turingmachine. 3



3 ApplicationsFor numerous applications in computer science, combinatorics, mathematics, learning theory, philosophy,biology, and physics, see [14]. For illustrative applications in cognitive psychology see [6] (related moreinformal strains of thought are the Structural Information Theory started in [13]), in economy see [11],and in model selection and prediction see [18]. An easy introduction to the technical notions is [12].Here we give three applications of Kolmogorov complexity related to social sciences, explain the novel\incompressibility method," and conclude with an elementary proof of G�odel's celebrated result thatmathematics is undecidable.Cognitive Distance: Given two objects, say two pictures, how do we de�ne an objective measurethat would de�ne their distance that is universal in the sense that it accounts for all cognitive similarities?Traditional distances do not work. For example, given a picture and its negative (i.e. exchange 0 and 1in each pixel), Hamming distance and Euclidean distance both fail to recognize their similarity. Let usde�ne the distance between two objects x and y to be the \smallest amount of energy" to convert oneto another. We have shown [3] that this is essentially equivalent to measuring their distance D(x; y)by the length of the shortest program that converts them back and forth. With this de�nition, it canbe formally proved that D(x; y) equals the maximum of C(xjy) and C(yjx). Notice that individuallyC(xjy) is not symmetric, but D(x; y) is.Theorem 2 ([3]) Up to a logarithmic additive term, D(x; y) = maxfC(xjy); C(yjx)g.It can be further proved that this distance D is a universal distance measure in the sense that if twoobjects are \close" under any sensible and computable distance, then they are also \close" under D.A related distance D0(x; y) = C(xjy) + C(yjx) has an interpretation as the absolute thermodynamicdistance between x; y|a long deletion has linear cost proportional to the length of a shortest programfor the deleted part.Phylogeny of Chain Letters: We now describe an application to social science. Chain lettersare an interesting social phenomenon that has reached billions of people. [7] proposed to calculate theshared information between two genomes of two species (or two chain letters) x and y as follows:d(x; y) = 1� C(x)� C(xjy)C(x; y) : (2)Here, C(x) � C(xjy) is the amount of information y knows about x. This is symmetric, and it isprecisely the mutual information which is symmetric according to Theorem 1. But mutual informationitself is not a distance measure, and it does not satisfy triangle inequality. It was proved that d(x; y)satis�es all requirements for being a good distance, and it minorizes all other reasonable and computabledistances, hence it is universal. Rewriting according to (1), the new distance d(x; y) satis�es d(x; y) =D0(x; y)=C(x; y) and it measures the percentage of shared information, which is a convenient way tomeasure English text or DNA sequence similarity.2 We have actually applied this measure to English2But d(x; y) is not approximable in the limit, in contrast to C(�); D(�), and D0(�), and hence is not a cognitivedistance in the sense of [3]. 4



texts. In [7], a compression program called GenCompress was developed to heuristically approximateC(x) and C(xjy). Although Kolmogorov complexity is can be approximated from above in the limitsense, the distance d(x; y) is not even approximable in the limit sense. With this caveat, our heuristicwas used as follows. We [4] took 33 chain letters3 and computed their pairwise distance d(x; y), and thenused standard phylogeny building programs in bioinformatics to construct a tree of these chain letters.The resulting tree gives a perfect phylogeny for all notable features, in the sense that each notablefeature is grouped together in the tree (so that the tree is parsimonious). This method was also used ina more serious manner to build correct phylogenies from complete mitochondrial genomes of mammalsand con�rmed a biological conjecture [1] that ferungulates4 are closer to primates than to rodents. Itis a major challenge in bioinformatics to �nd good methods to compare genomes [10, 19]. Traditionalapproaches of computing the phylogeny require multiple alignment. They would not work here sincechain letters contain swapped sentences and genomes contain translocated genes and noncoding regions.Inductive Reasoning: Solomono� [16] argues that all inference problems can be cast in the formof extrapolation from an ordered sequence of binary symbols. A principle to enable us to extrapolate froman initial segment of a sequence to its continuation will either require some hypothesis about the sourceof the sequence or a de�nition of what we mean by extrapolation. Two popular and useful metaphysicalprinciples for extrapolation are those of simplicity (Occam's razor, attributed to the thirteenth centuryscholastic philosopher William of Ockham, but emphasized about twenty years before Ockham by JohnDuns Scotus), and indi�erence. The Principle of Simplicity asserts that the \simplest" explanation isthe most reliable. The Principle of Indi�erence asserts that in the absence of grounds enabling us tochoose between explanations we should treat them as equally reliable. Roughly, the idea is to de�nethe universal probability, M(x), as the probability that a �xed reference universal Turing machineoutputs a sequence starting with x when its input is supplied by tosses of a fair coin. Using this asa sort of \universal prior probability" we then can formally do the extrapolation by Bayes's Rule.The probability that x will be followed by a 1 rather than by a 0 turns out to beM(x1)M(x0) +M(x1) :It can be shown that � logM(x) = C(x) up to an additive logarithmic term, which establishes thatthe distribition M(x) is a mathematical version of Occam's razor: low complexity x's have highprobability (x = 11 : : : 1 of every length n has complexity C(x) � log n+O(1) and hence universalprobability M(x) � 1=nc for some �xed constant c), and high complexity y's have low probability(if y is the outcome of n ips of a fair coin then for example with probability 0.9999 we haveC(y) � n� 10 (Lemma 1) and therefore M(x) � 1=2n�10). This theory was further developed in[14, 12, 18], relates to more informal cognitive psychology work starting with [13], and the appliedstatistical \minimum description length (MDL)" model selection and prediction methods surveyedin [2].3Collected by Charles Bennett from 1980 to 1997.4Placental mammmals that are not primates. They include cats, cows, horses, whales.5



Incompressibility Method: Analyzing the performance of computer programs is very di�-cult. Analyzing the average case of the performance of computer programs is often more di�cultsince one has to consider all possible inputs and take the average. However if we could �nd atypical input on which the program takes average amount of time, then all we need to do is to�nd the performance of the computer program on this particular input. Then the analysis is easy.A Kolmogorov random input does exactly that: providing a typical input. Using a Kolmogorovrandom input, we have to prove that if the program does not take certain amount of the timeon this particular input, then the input is compressible and hence it is not random, reaching acontradiction.Using this method, we were able to solve many otherwise di�cult problems. Recent examplesare average case analysis of Shellsort algorithm [8] and the average case of Heilbronn's triangleproblem. A popular account about how to analyze the average-case bounds on Heilbronn's triangleproblem can be found in [15].G�odel's incompleteness result: A new elementary proof by Kolmogorov complexity of K.G�odel's famous result showing the incompleteness of mathematics (not everything that is true canbe proven) is due to Ya. Barzdin's and was later popularized by G. Chaitin, see [14]. A formalsystem (consisting of de�nitions, axioms, rules of inference) is consistent if no statement that canbe expressed in the system can be proved to be both true and false in the system. A formal systemis sound if only true statements can be proved to be true in the system. (Hence, a sound formalsystem is consistent.)Let x be a �nite binary string. We write \x is random" if the shortest binary description ofx with respect to the optimal speci�cation method D0 has length at least x. A simple countingargument shows that there are random x's of each length.Fix any sound formal system F in which we can express statements like \x is random." SupposeF can be described in f bits|assume, for example, that this is the number of bits used in theexhaustive description of F in the �rst chapter of the textbook Foundations of F . We claim thatfor all but �nitely many random strings x, the sentence \x is random" is not provable in F . Assumethe contrary. Then given F , we can start to exhaustively search for a proof that some string oflength n � f is random, and print it when we �nd such a string x. This procedure to print x oflength n uses only log n+ f bits of data, which is much less than n. But x is random by the proofand the fact that F is sound. Hence, F is not consistent, which is a contradiction. This shows thatalthough most strings are random, it is impossible to e�ectively prove them random. In a way, thisexplains why the incompressibility method above is so successful. We can argue about a \typical"individual element, which is di�cult or impossible by other methods.References[1] J. Badger, X. Chen, S. Kwong, P. Kearney, M. Li, H. Zhang, Unpublished manuscript, 1999.6
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